The Art of Celebration
In the 7132 world events turn into experiences. The atmosphere convinces through
modern design and ambience: bustling celebrations combined with extraordinary
culinary delights and unforgettable memories.
Proposal on a remote glacier, birthday party with midnight bathing? Our event team
makes it happen.

Sky Dining Room
27m2 | max. 8 persons | Terrace
The 7132 Sky Dining Room combines
privacy with absolute exclusivity. The
room, designed by celebrated
architect Kengo Kuma, boasts its own
terrace and, upon request, a private
chef. Floor-to-ceiling windows ensure
a bright ambience and stunning views
over the picturesque village and
mountains.

Smoker’s Lounge
25m2 | 8-16 persons | Outdoor
Celebrate in the 7132 Smoker’s Lounge
with a romantic fireplace. There are no
limits to your imagination beneath the
stars and in front of the impressive
mountain scenery. Dinner on the large
family table or aperitif on the terrace.
Mild summer evenings or dreamy
winter wonderland. This location
creates the perfect background for it.

7132 Cristal
2-6 persons | Chef’s Table
At the world’s most exclusive kitchen
table at Restaurant Silver, Fine Dining
and Champagne are celebrated. An
evening full of extravagance awaits in
the centre of Head Chef Mitja Birlo’s
territory. Be inspired by 7132 Cristal
and follow the delicate bubbles to Vals.

Event space
At 7132 you can choose between four
private event rooms varying in size
and according to your preferences.
Your personal event planner will
assist you, so that your event turns
into a success.
Seven
223m2 | 12-40 persons | Terrace
One
45m2 | 6-12 persons
Three
21m2 | max. 6 persons
Two
22m2 | max. 6 persons

7132 Gastronomy
Our event team will prepare an exclusive culinary offer based on your needs and wishes.
Exclusive bookings of the restaurants upon request.
7132 Silver
The 7132 Silver’s menu bears the signature of Head Chef Mitja Birlo. His team presents his
creative and modern cuisine in an imaginative way and only uses highest quality products. His
culinary creations are based on the natural flavours of seasonal ingredients which – if combined
the right way – produce an unexpected and intense gourmet experience. Attention to detail, the
combination of ingredients as well as aromatic blends are the substance of every dish. At
Restaurant Silver, awarded two Michelin Stars and 18 Gault&Millau Points, food becomes an
experience.
7132 Red
Head Chef Patrick Siekendieck prepares delicacies for up to 60 guests in the traditional
French/Italian Grand Restaurant. The crew at Restaurant Red which has been awarded 15
Gault&Millau Points, creates classic dishes from the freshest ingredients. Your hosts, Maître
Matteo and his team take care of you in the restaurant - whole fish in a salt crust or beef tartare
prepared at the table?

7132 Silver

7132 Red

7132 DaPapà
Benvenuto at Restaurant DaPapà. Homemade pizza from the woodfire oven, authentic pasta
and Salumi await you in a family-like atmosphere. The restaurant with 60 seats lives the Dolce
Vita with Italian prosciutto and the best wines from Tuscany and Piedmont. The authentic
furniture and black-and-white pictures on the wall take you back into the times of Cinecittà and
Federico Fellini.
7132 Glenner
At Glenner Restaurant things get cosy with traditional Siss specialties served in a simplistic way.
Swiss barley soup or cheese fondue made according to the house-recipe, at Glenner guests and
locals meet to enjoy and have a good time together. Uncomplicated food of highest quality and
sourced locally – it’s worth being hungry and having time to spend among friends. The
restaurant is located in the village centre, reachable on foot in 10 minutes from the hotel.

7132 DaPapà

7132 Glenner

7132 Hotel 5S
Complete the special occasion with a luxurious stay at our 7132 Hotel 5S. Choose between four
room categories between 30 and 90 m2 and equipped with a spacious balcony. Upon availability
we are happy to offer family suites or the presidential suite for up to 6 guests each.

Double Room

Spa Deluxe

Spa Suite

Penthouse Suite

7132 House of Architects – The Art of Design
Experience world renown design at the 7132 House of Architects: four internationally acclaimed
architects Tadao Ando, Kengo Kuma, Thom Mayne and Peter Zumthor realized their visions. All
rooms are individually designed, 20m2 in size and have a balcony. The inspiration behind the
architecture is minimalistic luxury and the connection with nature - as shown through the use of
wooden materials or Vals Quartzite stone. The 7132 Thermal Baths and the 7132 Hotel 5S with
its restaurants, the bar and the gym are easily reachable through a glassed passageway.

Kengo Kuma

Tadao Ando

Thom Mayne Stone

Peter Zumthor Black

Thom Mayne Wood

Peter Zumthor Red

7132 Thermal Baths
The unique atmosphere in this architectural masterpiece makes for a deeply relaxing experience
for our guests. The highly mineral water in 6 indoor- and outdoor pools combined with the high
ceilings of Vals Quartzite and large windows that let in natural light create an ambience like
nowhere else.

7132 Thermal Baths Outdoor

7132 Thermal Baths Indoor

In-house florist
Create the unique atmosphere you desire for your special event, together with our in-house
florist. Your personal event planner can advise on flower arrangements or birthday decoration
in the dining room and hotel room.

7132 Spa and Beauty
Let us pamper you throughout your whole stay at 7132. Our stylists ensure you are ready for
your event and in the morning after your celebrations, highly professional therapists treat you to
a revitalizing ESPA-massage.

SPA Treatments

Styling

7132 Helicopter
Being the only Swiss hotel with its private helicopter, you can start your 7132 experience already
at the closest landing field to your home (within Switzerland) or any of the international
airports. You would rather fancy a sightseeing tour above the glaciers or a short trip to Ticino?
Let our event planner put together an individual helicopter package for you and your guests.

Transfer

Roundtrips

Take advantage of the know-how of our experienced event team and let us turn your event into
an unforgettable experience at 7132.
Send us an email to meet@7132.com or call us at +41 58 7132 000.

